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Pemigewasset Dreams
Perched on the edge of cataclysm
Jonathan Mingle
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I

am walking through Zealand Notch, south toward Thoreau Falls. It’s a gray late November day, well after the kaleidoscope has
departed the hillsides. Winter’s onset sits heavy in silent, bare birch boughs
all around me, like a wordless warning. It’s easy to slip into a sweet sort of
melancholy if one wants, to sigh for the lost glories of autumn, and I do.
But the forest disrobed offers me a chance to scan for signs of the cataclysm,
so I do. I imagine the rusty rail track that once bisected the notch, just yards
from where I walk. I close my eyes and try to conjure the voices of loggers,
of rough, tired men shouting and grunting as they wrestle large timbers onto
the rail cars. I open my eyes again and for a moment can glimpse the waste
left in the loggers’ wake, all stumps and slash and churned mud reaching
up to the shoulders of Zeacliff. (How did the author of the book on
New Hampshire’s logging railroads put it? “[A] pile of burnt rubble and sterile
soil.” A useful apocalypse.)1
A slight breeze stirs the leaves on the ground. I indulge myself: an almost
imperceptible gesture of recognition from that forest’s descendants? They
seem to whisper: Yes, it was once so.
	Suddenly a screaming crescendo invades my eardrums; my reverie explodes.
I look up just in time to watch three fighter jets speed, in quick succession,
through the middle of Zealand Notch, like well-aimed arrows. The planes
cock their wings at slight angles, cockily, blasting southward just a few hundred feet above the naked treetops, each lower than the one before, until I can
see the pilot in the cockpit of the last. I can make out the circle-cross symbol
on its blurred fuselage. This last jet banks, rolling left, east of Carrigain, its
wings curling off invisible notch rails like a boy home from school, heading
out the door to play.
	I move on, reflexively chagrined and stewing. Joyrides on my tax dollar—
harbingers of cataclysm to come. But I am secretly heartened by the display,
by the exuberant excess of it. I consider the valley, and how it must not be
surprised or unsettled. It gets this all the time, really.
The flat, forgiving path permits quick and careless strides, and I silently
review the history of these valleys: never really settled, just hunted and wondered and wandered until 130 years ago, then cut with abandon, their beds
Logging Railroads of the White Mountains by C. Francis Belcher, Appalachian Mountain Club
Books; 1st edition (December 1, 1994).
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A view of Zeacliff looking south from Zealand Pond.

ERIC PEDERSON
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laced with railroads, erosion, calamitous fires, the illusion of sterility, frenzied
re-growth, the invasion of recreating hordes armed with good intentions. The
flanks of the mountains are densely covered, but now in late fall, the naked
armies of birches surrounding islands of spruce tell ghostly tales of what
was taken.
	Such swift-moving debris—where did it all go?
	Now a chain saw’s bellow and stutter ricochet from the other side of
Whitewall, and I am brought back to the present. My shoulders tighten with
the memory of the afternoon’s work, hauling birch and maple logs through
a slippery wood up to the hut. All these sounds chomp and stomp, and
flatten the hearing of them. They seem to augur strange weather or seek
for the clearings, where wildness can only be measured next to its absence.
Melancholy sweetens and thickens.
The intruders behind these sounds, after all, are my fellows. And the land
is a willing victim now, as the map lines show us. The federal Wilderness
absorbs all of our rumble and clatter, hides it in secret pockets, scatters some
back in the four directions, swiftly moving as the river’s name suggests.2 Speed
has both bulk and form here in the Pemigewasset, yes, but devastation has
its own formless gravity. I nod at the thick forest. Leave it to us—to me—to
think of this soil as a coiled spring, programmed to push back at our affronts.
It is pretty to think so, after all.
Later in the day, I have climbed to Zeacliff. It’s a fine overlook,
a kind of chopped step precipice that offers gradual dropping away. The scene
is as mottled as my thoughts. From this vantage, the past shines bare as the
birch trunks, huge swaths of them, like blankets tucked in between spruce
heads and fir toes, a giant nursery dozing under an anxious sky.
Like the forest, I have my own unsheathed nerves, exposed abjectly to
the needs and sorrows of the human moment, courtesy of National Public
Radio’s sober bleat in the hut this morning. More cataclysm. Another suicide
bomb in Baghdad. Ethnic cleansing in Sudan. An ice shelf has collapsed. Like
so much detritus, of shattered lives and landscapes, rushing past before we
can know what it even means.
The sun graces a hill flank briefly, frosts it with cool light, and I rush
with my ever-ready stash of significance to congratulate . . . who, exactly? I
look into the ring of mountains in this eastern lobe—clad not just in birch
2

In the Abenaki language, “Pemigewasset” means “swift current.”
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Zealand Falls Hut surrounded by winter.
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and spruce, but also maple, beech, and rolling fir waves—and I see myself
reflected back: a composite man, all cobbled dreams and disappointments,
hopeless flux.
	It’s tempting for a moment to intuit some design in it all. I can make
out the old railroad beds from here, the scorched low hillsides, the evergreen
holdouts on slopes too steep for the skidding teams. The sight is too generous;
the land’s vulnerability is still clear. I stand and crane and peer to extract my
meaning, my due, that most precious resource.
More dappled light arrives and distracts my restless eye, and I am moved
to move off again. One heavy leg drops in front of the other, a chain reaction
of gentle metabolic explosions, until I pass the sign. I pause before the green
plastic stake and consider its message: “Federal National Forest Wilderness
Boundary. Foot travel welcome.”
	So I let my foot travel and, just like that, I am in the other kingdom,
reclaimed by us, from us, set aside (and above slightly), like the abused vehicle
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it was and remains. I am surrounded by that ineffable substance: Wilderness.
I stop again and consider the fir trees, which partially obscure the generous
view of twenty yards before.
They seem the same as the non-Wilderness firs—no visible signs of relief,
or exultation, on their part. No endangered species occupy their branches.
Like the very young children of royalty, they seem to grow heedless of their
special status. The trail drops down quickly and steeply, over rock ledges, rootribbed, skirting the cliff band to the east. The cliff also marks the boundary
of the federal Wilderness: if you stand on its ample platform, you are
without; if you sit and dangle your legs over the edge, they are graced.
Wilderness legs.
	I drop down the trail, and test the character of the hillside with all my
senses. It is an unfair exercise, searching for signs, tongue deposited in
cheek, only to score desultory points to myself—for at first I fail to find
any distinguishing marks of Wilderness, whatever they might be. It is
getting dark, now, but then I recognize some signs for what they are: the
generous birch glades testify to what was taken. The forest succession
resembles our own: a new, different generation always grows, heedless of the
past but wordlessly bearing its legacies. Unwitting witnesses to cataclysm,
opportunists, just like us.
	Or are they some organ of the collective forest patient, just shaking off
the last vestiges of post-traumatic stress disorder, flexing its barked fingers
and limbs again, taking firmer and stronger steps—craning upward, seeding
around—toward health? Like songs in the forgiving acoustics of the shower,
the flawed metaphors come easily in the twilight.
My footfalls on the granite steps announce the presence of another
specter—geologic time. No human analogies are comfortable in its presence.
The patient fades away, replaced by some blurred image of a landscape, convulsed with the logic of its own rules of change. We can only dimly perceive
that ancient cycle of trauma and transformation. Darkness spreads like ink
spilled through the forest page, and those white pencil trunks take on the
character of grave necessity.
Wilderness. I am back in the hut, now, and the kettle starts to
clatter on the stovetop. I roll the word around in my mouth again: Wilderness.
It’s ungainly, when you think about it, with its three syllabic steps trailing off
into that final susurration. Like a question.
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	It’s easy to get too comfortable with this recent label, and its attendant
laws. They are necessary, too necessary, and yet somehow superfluous. Saying
doesn’t make it so, of course, and yet if we say it enough—“Wilderness”—
and believe it, then perhaps it will some day be a wilderness again, whatever
that once meant. And overflow the invisible lines on our maps and in our
heads, make its own inroads, in a daring role reversal, into whatever is its
antonym. Follow its own ineluctable—and inaccessible—logic to the
detriment of boundaries everywhere.
Perhaps.
	It calls to my mind the problem of sharp boundaries, which I first
encountered as a sophomore philosophy student in the back row of a
charismatic professor’s class. His eyes lit up as he walked us through the
Sorites Paradox, attributed to the ancient Greek philosopher Zeno of Elea.
The mountain is a pile of grains of soil and stone—if we take them away, one
by one, at what point does it become a hill? At what point is it merely a heap?
Conversely, if two grains of soil don’t make a heap, how many does it take?
	So what does it mean that, as I walked past the sign, my left foot was in
Wilderness, and my right in prosaic “national forest”? As I gazed across the
valley to Mount Tom, was I privy to some precisely delineated Sublime? Silly
questions on the surface, of course: we need to draw those lines somewhere.
Such lines surround us every day; that they are somewhat arbitrary, like most
conventions, shouldn’t trouble us. For they are not completely arbitrary, right?
There is something in there that justifies the line, worth protecting. But what?
Is it the transgressed past? The possibility of atonement?
This is what the sign legally boils down to: only foot travel is permitted
past it. No structures can be built there. Those that remain are left to wilt,
blazes are left to fade. No trees can be harvested therein. Our Wilderness thus
amounts to a set of negative demands, and it is well that it is thus, no? It is
literally “set aside,” from the narrow exigencies of use, as a zone of safety from
marauding two-legged exploiters, a purely aesthetic resource to be savored as
a concept from the comfort of one’s living room, or as an unfamiliar context
on one’s own two feet.
And what of the boundary between before and after, between devastation and renewal? Are we poised on some cyclic inflection point on the soil’s
insistent sine curve, bound to return, bound to collapse into old follies and
patterns of repentance? How sharp is that boundary? With relief, I recall
my professor’s caution: even the sharpest of boundaries is still, in the final
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analysis, rather fuzzy. They are conspiracies hatched by the words we choose;
they signal our latent values. They say more about our desperate need for the
line than they do about the forest.
	I savor my tea in the darkness. I set aside Wilderness, and I whisper a word
that is foreign to me, but which seems to say much more, about flux and
motion, and the danger of drawing lines, and the possibility of redemption:
Pemigewasset.
As the day draws to a close, my thoughts are once more
circumscribed by the hut walls. I go over the things to do before bed: the
wood must be stacked, the floors swept, the dishes washed. If any heightened awareness visited me up on the promontory, it has quietly departed. At
some point, I don’t know where—or when—exactly, I did indeed exit the
Wilderness, or vice versa.
	I’m in bed now; my eyes are closed. Back up the cliff, on its south side,
I like to imagine that wilderness is slowly outgrowing the mere idea of
Wilderness. It is overflowing the survey lines that, like the metal flashing
ringing the osprey’s nest I once spied up north, protect it from predators.
If the veiled logic of succession prevails, that cage—so critical now, in this
moment between cataclysms of our own making—will sit and rust on
old topographic maps. It will only be of interest to historians, and
melancholy hikers.

JONATHAN MINGLE is a writer based in Vermont. In 2004 and 2005, he worked
as a caretaker of Carter Notch and Zealand Falls huts, and at the Hermit Lake
Shelters.
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